Alumni Newsletter

Coffee Table Talk is an event intended to gather the alumni of KCT at their home town/city all across India. The Karur episode of the Coffee Table Talk
happened on February 13 at the Residency. With more than 20 people, our alumni in Karur joined over a cup of coffee in order to strengthen our network,
build strategies, and to synergize their relationship with the college. Various ideas were pitched in during the meet to improve alumni relations. The whole
event proved to be the beginning of a new chapter for an active alumni network in Karur.

On the 18th of January, we had about 25+ Garagians for the alumni meet. Mr.Kiranlal welcomed everyone and presented the accomplishments of Garage
over the past two years. He also envisioned the future of Garage in his speech. Dr.Srinivasan, Principal of KCT, addressed the meeting boasting the growth
the college had achieved in the last five years. He also spoke about the new courses introduced over the past few years. Mr.Sooriya Pragash, Manager,
Alumni Relations, explained the working of Alumni Relations and he also shared the plans for upcoming events with everyone. Then Mr. Ravi Kandasamy
spoke about the current relationship between the Alumni of Garage and the students of KCT. He put forth new ideas to improve the relationship. Mr. Ashwin,
former executive of the Garage, presided the discussion on forming an alumni committee and forum along with Mr. Kiranlal. Following that Shri. Shankar
Vanavarayar, Joint Correspondent, Kumaraguru Institutions, shared his views about Garage and made each alumnus to share their experience with Garage.
Then all the Alumni shared their best moments during their Garage days and also suggested new ideas for the development of Garage.

Kumaraguru Sports fraternity has a huge legacy, the members here in the team will be closely associated and they work together beyond their year of study.
And even after they graduate out, they lend their extended support to the team from wherever they are, and this Alumni meet showed up for this lines,112
alumni had joined their hands in the meet from the different games like Hockey, Handball, Volleyball, Kabbadi, Kho-Kho, and Cricket. On the 25th morning at
8:00 am all the teams were started to play, every games had their alumni separated and played various matches with them. There were matches between
alumni, between them and the current final years, between them and their super juniors and etc

Alumni Spotlights...

Guest Talk on Entrepreneurship and Summer Internship Opportunities in International Poultry Farming for the students of KCT Business School by
Mr.Raam Mohan.N,U, Managing Director - Farm Made Food & Founder, - U&V Agro Private Limited, Coimbatore on 24-Feb-2020

Alumni Talk on Journey of a Student from KCT to KCT for the students of ECE - IEI chapter by Mr.Venkatakrishnan, Founder - Pointcast, United States
on 24-Feb-2020

The Office of Alumni Relations organized a series of free webinars/online sessions, handled by the alumni of our institution, who are outstanding in
Technology, Engineering, Management and Entrepreneurship. The aim of this series is to provide an opportunity for the current students to chat with their
alumni, gain knowledge and learn from their experience. These sessions provide an opportunity to explore majors or career options from the professionals and
industrialists all across the globe. It also helps the students to develop an understanding of the corporate world and how to cope up with the new world.
Generally, students want to see the potential for true success and growth, both personally and professionally. Alumni can address prospective student
concerns about all the stages of their university experience, including what happens afterward, in a tone and language that they understand. This will enhance
the student’s experience and gives them a competitive edge in today's tough job market. On a whole, we had conducted 9 sessions from 09-May-2020 to 19Jun-2020 in Alumni Talk Series and in association with Sprout, we had conducted 40+ sessions from April to May, with speakers from the founding batch to
the junior batch.

Campus Plus
ZOHO University Recruits..

A Recruitment Drive by ZOHO University (Chennai) was organized for Diploma/+2 Students on 3 January 2020 at Kumaraguru College of Technology. Around
650 students from leading Polytechnic Institutions and Schools participated in the Drive. Some of the major Institutions which took part in the Drive included,
Government Polytechnic College, Coimbatore, PSG, CIT, Sakthi Polytechnic, Sankara, Thiagarajar and Ramakrishna Polytechnic Colleges.

Kumaraguru with Weavers

With an emphasis to make vocational training aspirational and incentivize youth to join skill development programs, Skill India has introduced two new benefits
for the certified candidates under Pradhan Mantri Kaushal Vikas Yojana (PMKVY 2016-20). These include Kaushal Bima (a Personal Accident Insurance
Cover) and DigiLocker facility.
PMKVY, the flagship scheme of the Ministry of Skill Development & Entrepreneurship, Government of India, is implemented by National Skill Development
Corporation (NSDC). NSDC has collaborated with The New India Assurance Co. Ltd. (NIA) to provide ‘Kaushal Bima’ insurance facility to the certified
candidates under the scheme. As per the current regulations of IRDA, 3-year Personal Accidental Insurance covering death and permanent disability for a
sum insured of INR 2 lacs will be provided through the scheme.

The Coimbatore Center for Weavers, Kumaraguru College of Technology, Coimbatore is the approved Training Partner to train the weavers on three job roles
– Handloom weaver Jacquard, Hank Dyer, and Textile Designer. The training will commence from 9th January 2020 and will be conducted in The Coimbatore
Center for Weavers at Samathur and KCT, Coimbatore. The training and assessment will happen for three days for a batch of 50 weavers. The first two days
will focus on skill gap training followed by the assessment on the third day. All the eligible trained weavers will be provided certificates of recognition of prior
learning on successful completion of the assessment. Read More...

Pongal Vizha

Tamil Mandram of Kumaraguru Institutions organized and celebrated Pongal vizha on 13th January. It was a mix of many events and competitions. Tamil
mandram worked behind the scenes throughout the vizha. They had a clear cut idea and prepared well from scratch. Rangoli, making Pongal, and Uriyadi was
the competition. Silambam and Parai were also performed to keep the spirit of the crowd until the finale. More than 30 teams participated in making Pongal
and the vibes at the ground were so lively. Students, faculties, and staffs together made the vizha a fulfilling one. Followed by this, students actively
participated in Rangoli. Many students involved themselves in Uriyadi and their fellow mates had great fun in this event.

71st Republic Day Celebration

This is the day, India transformed into a completely independent republic nation. On account of this, we celebrate Republic Day on 26th January of every year
since 1950. On this day, we pay tribute to the martyrs who have sacrificed their lives for the country. Our NCC students performed a well aligned parade to
showcast the dedication of our Armed forces. The flag flew high in the sky, which was witnessed by the future pillars of India. The gallentry awards like
Paramavir Chakra, Ashoka Chakra and Vir Chakra was awarded to the people from armed forces and civilians in the capital city, New Delhi. In our college we
had full day programs to cherish and celebrate the Republic status of our nation.

Indo - Israel International Joint Conference on Sustainable Cities

The Indo – Israel International Joint Conference on Sustainable Cities in partnership between Tel Aviv University (TAU), Agricultural Research Organization,
Volcani Center (ARO) Israel, and PSG College of Technology (PSGCT) and Kumaraguru College of Technology (KCT) India was inaugurated on 28 Jan 2020
at Kumaraguru Campus. Ms. Dana Kursh, the Consul General of Israel for South India was the Chief Guest. Shri Shankar Vanavarayar, Joint Correspondent
of Kumaraguru Institutions presided over the inauguration. 16 delegates from Tel Aviv University, Agricultural Research Organization, Volcani Center and
Sagol School of Neuroscience are participating in the conference. Dr. Shai Moses, Consul for Trade and Economic Affairs, Consulate General of Israel to
South India Dr. Rudramoorthy, Director, PSG Institutions was also present.
Ms. Dana Kursh, during her address, elaborated on the close bilateral relations that exist between India and Israel and welcomed the representatives from
both the institutions to work closely with the Universities in Israel in various fields such as Agriculture, Water Management, Technology, Communication and
the like. Shri Shankar Vanavarayar set context, emphasizing the significance of organising an International Conference on Sustainable cities when the entire
world is coping to handle climate change, pollution, food and water security, clean energy among many other issues. The representatives from Israel and
Indian Organising team briefed the gathering about the workshops and paper presentations to be held on 29 Jan 2020.
Two Workshops on “Indian Agriculture and Israeli Technologies” and Waste Water Treatment and Reuse for Global Water Scarcity” in partnership with
Kumaraguru Institute of Agriculture, Vanavarayar Institute of Agriculture and Siruthuli were conducted as parallel sessions at Swami Vivekananda Seminar
Hall and Sir.C.V.Raman Seminar Hall at Kumaraguru Campus. There was an overwhelming response for the workshops with more than 350 registrations. The
audience included research scholars, teaching fraternity, high-tech farmers and industry representatives. The Workshops began with context setting, followed
by individual presentations by the Israeli and Indian delegates and panel discussions which led to the initiation of research in innovative and indigenous
solutions to waste water management and technology-enabled agricultural practices.

Jananam 2020

Celebration is indeed an integral part of Human life. When we add a bit of art into our life, our day to day living becomes more colorful. You could have
experienced this at Jananam 2020. This year, Kumaraguru's cultural fest Jananam was organized with the tagline "Concert for Cause". As mentioned above,
the entire amount collected through Jananam will be spent for our Socio Constant. Jananam hosted the stage for every forms of art. Starting from Music,
Dance and Humor, we witnessed entertaining excellence. With the support of Team Evoke, Band Agartha and Haasya we opened the stage for all and every
individual talent was witnessed with their performance. The success of the event lies on the shoulders of performers, organizers and the lovable audience.
With the hype of Jananam 2020, we ask you all to kindly stay tuned for updates about Yugam 2020.

International Conference on PCMNEA

Physics and Chemistry of Materials in Novel Engineering Applications (PCMNEA) was organised on 6th and 7th February 2020 at Kumaraguru College of
Technology, Coimbatore. The conference was inaugurated on 6th February 2020 at Sir C.V.Raman Seminar Hall, Kumaraguru College of Technology,
Coimbatore.
The Chief Guest of the inaugural ceremony Dr.Bruno D’Aguanno, Scientific Director of CIC Energigune, The New energy research centre, Spain elaborated
on the significance of renewable sources of energy and the impact of using novel materials in the latest technology. Dr.Sibkrishna Ghoshal, Advanced Material
Research Group, Universiti Technologi, Malaysia, Dr.John Philip, Professor, Homi Bhabha National Institute, Mumbai, Scientific Officer-H and Head, Corrosion
Science and Technology, Head-SMARTS, IGCAR, Dr.Ganapathi Subramaniam, Scientist, Qunatum Functional Semiconductor Research Centre (QSRC),
Nano Information Technology Academy (NITA), Dongguk University, South Korea, Dr.M.Anbukulandainathan, Senior Prinicipal Scientist, SCIR-CECRI and Dr.
Easwaramoorthi Ramasamy, Scientist – E Grade, Centre for Solar Energy Materials, International Advanced Research Centre for Powder Metallurgy and New
Materials (ARCI) – R&D Centre-DST, India were present.
Followed by the traditional ceremony of lighting Kuthuvilaku and prayer offerings, Dr.Manivel, Head Research and Development Vertical, Kumaraguru College
of Technology, welcomed the delegates, invitees and participants of the function. He presented an introductory note about the conference. He listed that 185
paper submissions were received from researchers both from within and outside India. More than 50 papers were received from different countries like
Sweden, UK, Australia and Spain and also from states like Kerala, Karnataka, Madhya Pradesh, Andra Pradesh, Odisha including IITs and NITs. More than 50
papers were received from the students, faculty members and researchers of KCT.

Yugam 2020
Inspire India YouthCon

Inspire India YouthCon (IIYC) is a stage for the established icons to share experiences and inspiring insights in their voyage to success, to inspire, to motivate
and to drive the aspiring youth to achieve greater heights for a better India. IIYC will create a space where changemakers and disruptors of today will share
their stories, ideas, challenges as well as potential approaches and necessary mindsets to effect social change. The objective is to showcase the dynamism of
the youth today and to be inspired and aspire for a new and smart India.

Angadi

Angadi - The shopping fair organized and coordinated by the students of Kumaraguru Business School, plays a prominent role in enhancing the
entrepreneurial spirit in students by exhibiting their managerial skills. The student-managed platform is seamlessly working every year to provide the
participants with an exciting shopping experience. More than 80 stalls are created for NGOs, government organisations, startups, and MNCs in sectors of
textile, jewellery, fast food, automobiles, etc.

Tech Conclave

It is an avenue to gather all the like-minded intellectuals to pivot towards a technologically developed future. It strives to render concepts of innovation through
the paper presentation, test competencies on coding, design prototypes in a hackathon and demonstrate project presentation. Composition of the conclave
includes supportive mentoring, hack shops, talk series, incubation opportunities and acquaintances with advanced technologies.
RIGATHON is one of the eminent hackathons witnessed by Kumaraguru Institutions where students with exceptional technical skills gather under one roof to
learn and grow in a competitive environment with professional assistance. RIGATHON also encourages learning, growth, innovation, and collaboration among
students from various parts of India. We aim to bring in quality technological innovations to hack into real-world problems and efficiently solve them.
Paper Presentation aims to seek a pool of ideas in the form of words and expects students to present technical concepts that they believe will transform the
world into a better, more advanced, civilized place to reside. Papers are broadly classified in the domains of Electrical Science, Mechanical Science,
Computing, Textile science, Life science.
Nova Capture The Flag is a jeopardy style CTF, a cyber quest conducted as a part of Yugam 2020, the annual techno-cultural fest of Kumaraguru institution.
The challenges in CTF include web, forensics, crypto, binary, reverse and hardware. In this event, the participants are required to obtain the flag which serves
as proof of their exploit.
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Nelson Mandela said "If you talk to a man in his language, it goes straight into his heart!" In accordance to his quote, Kumaraguru Institutions has set its Tamil
Library, "நா.மகா

க

த ழா

ைமய " stocking more than 80000 books, open to students and faculties. It has books related to History, Arts,

Linguistics, Archaeology, Technology and many more. Also, The Institution beholds immense pride in hosting this wonder on our Founder's Day, 21st March
2020. Let' the power and valour of our ancient language be heard everywhere!

Alumni Giving
We would like to thank all our alumni on behalf of the students and management of KCT, for actively contributing to the welfare of our college. Nearly
₹7,46,751 was donated by our alumni for scholarships, YUGAM sponsorship, KARE, etc., With their wholehearted support, KCT scaled new heights and
achieved a lot of success in the academic year of 2019-20. We look forward to working with our alumni for the development of our campus in the upcoming
years as well. Once again, we thank them all for their support and wish them good luck for all their future endeavors.

SILVER JUBILEE BATCH (1990-1994)
MR. DEEPAK RAJ.M - 10BEC019 (2010-14, ECE)
MR. RAMESH KUMAR.R - 15BEI204, (2015-19, EIE)
MR. SATHISH KUMAR.M (SATHISH NAIR) - 91EEE24 (BATCH 1991-1995, EEE)
MR. SIVAKUMAR.S - 88ME54 (BATCH 1988-1992, ME)
MR. HARIRAM YESHWANTH (1997-2002, MSC SE)
MR. RAMESH.R - 84ME26 (1984-1988, ME)
MR. SETHUPATHI.A - 96TXT35 (BATCH 1996-2000, TXT)
MS. SRUTHI R - 13BEE101 (BATCH 2013-17, EEE)
MR. KEERTHIKUMARAN.R - 04BCS23 (BATCH 2004-2008, CSE)
MR. KOUSIK RAJENDRAN - 06MCA28 (BATCH 2006-2009, MCA)
BPROFESSIONAL
MR. RAFIQUE ALI - 89ME28, (BATCH 1989-1993, ME)
MR. RAAM MOHAN.N. U - 08BME38 (2008-2012, ME)
MR. VIJAY ANANTH R - 04BME56 (2004-2008, ME)
MR. PRABHU
MS. VAISALI C - 14BTT050 (2014-2018, TT)
MR. PRITHVI PANDIAN - 12BAE032 (2012-16, AE)
MR. NANTHAGOPAL N - 14BFT201 (2014-2018, FT)
MR. VASANTHAKUMAR P - 14BME161 (2014-2018, ME)

KCT HOCKEY ALUMNI
MR. CHELLIAH SUNDAR E - 91EEE06 (1995, EEE)
MR. MADHUBALAN S - 11BMC26 (2011-15, MCE)
MR. MUZZAMMIL HAQUE A - 11BCE28 (2011-2015, CE)
MR. SUNDAR R - 06BAE19 (2006-2010, AE)
MR. PRATHIP S - 09BCE62(2009-13, CE)
MR. DHEERAJ KUMAAR. S - 15BAU037 (2015-2019, AUE)
MR. RAHUL DEEBAN - 09BIT25 & VIJAY ANANTH - 09BIT72 (2009-13, IT)
KCT KHO-KHO ALUMNI
MR. CANDIDA JOHN - 09BEE05 (2009-13, EEE)
MR. KANNAN MOHAN - 11BEE14 (2011-15, EEE)
MS. SATHYA DURAISAMY - 15BIT046 (2015-19, IT)
MR. SARUN RAMACHANDRAN - 10BCS42 (2010-14, CSE)
MS. SOUNDHARIYA K S - 15MCA221 (2015-18, MCA)
MR. PREM S B - 15BEC171 (2015-19, ECE
MS. YAMINI MAHENDRAN - 12BCE060 (2012-16, CE)
MS. KIRUTHIKA S - 15BFT028(2015-19, FT)
MR. ADHAVCHANDHAR - 09BEC004 (2009-13, ECE)
MR. JAGADEESH M R - 13MCA024 (2013-16, MCA)
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